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Abstract—A single-arm rectangular spiral antenna is analyzed
using the finite-difference time-domain method. The spiral is
printed on a finite-size dielectric substrate backed by a finite-size
conducting plane. Both the substrate and conducting planes are
square with a side length of less than 0.6 0 ( 0: wavelength in
free space). The radiation pattern is dependent on the outermost
arm peripheral length . The spiral whose peripheral length
is within 2 3 ( : the guided wavelength of the
current) radiates a tilted beam of circular polarization. When
the peripheral length is decreased to 2 , the spiral
radiates an axial beam. The axial beam has a wide half-power
beam width of approximately 102 (for 0 369 0) with
a gain of approximately 6.7 dB. The axial beam shows a 15%
frequency bandwidth for a 3-dB axial ratio criterion. Over this
bandwidth, the voltage standing-wave ratio (VSWR) is less than
two, as desired. The experimental results for the radiation pattern,
gain, axial ratio, and VSWR are also presented.

Index Terms—Beam formation, finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) analysis, printed spiral antenna.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ANY spiral configurations have been investigated as ra-
diation elements [1]–[11]. Among them, the single-arm

spiral fed from a coaxial line [9] has the advantage that it does
not need balun circuits between the spiral and the feed line. The
single-arm spiral in [9] was analyzed under the condition that it
is located in free space. The analysis was performed using an in-
tegral equation for the antenna current with a free-space Green
function [12]. Note that the integral equation was solved by the
method of moments (MoM) [13].

The spiral in [9] has a round configuration and is supported
by a honeycomb material of relative permittivity (free
space). The round spiral is backed by a conducting plane of in-
finite extent. In this paper, analysis is focused on a single-arm
spiral antenna, which differs from the round spiral [9] in config-
uration and support material. The single-arm spiral to be ana-
lyzed is rectangular and is printed on afinite-size dielectric sub-
strate of , backed by afinite-size conducting plane.

Integral equation techniques developed recently [14], [15]
can predict the radiation characteristics of an antenna printed
on a dielectric substrate backed by a conducting plane. How-
ever, these techniques cannot handle the practical case where
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the dielectric substrate and conducting plane are offinite size.
These techniques can only handle the antenna on an infinite-size
dielectric substrate backed by an infinite-size conducting plane.

The single-arm rectangular spiral in this paper, therefore, is
analyzed using a different method: the finite-difference time-do-
main (FDTD) method [16], [17]. First, the FDTD method is ap-
plied to a spiral antenna whose outermost arm peripheral length

is within (where is the guided wave-
length of the current). The antenna characteristics, including the
current distribution, voltage standing-wave ratio (VSWR), radi-
ation pattern, gain, and axial ratio, are evaluated on the basis of
the electric and magnetic fields obtained in the time domain. It
is found that a tilted beam of circular polarization is obtained.
Secondly, the FDTD method is applied to a spiral antenna whose
outermost arm peripheral length is within .
The spiral is constructed with a small-size dielectric substrate
and conducting plane for compactness. It is revealed that the
spiral radiates an axial beam of circular polarization. Since the
axial beam has many applications, the frequency responses of
the gain, axial ratio, and VSWR are investigated both theoreti-
cally and experimentally.

It should be emphasized that the above FDTD analyses show
that the single-arm rectangular spiral antenna is a circularly
polarized element. The results of these analyses are obviously
different from those for an antenna with similar shape—the
two-arm rectangular spiral antenna radiating a linearly polar-
ized wave [10].

II. CONFIGURATION

Fig. 1 shows the configuration of a single-arm rectangular
spiral antenna. The horizontal spiral arm of strip widthis
printed on a square dielectric substrate and connected to a ver-
tical arm of wire radius . The antenna is fed by a coaxial line
from point .

The square dielectric substrate of permittivity has
thickness and side length . The dielectric is backed by a
conducting plane (ground plane), which is also square and has
the same side length as the dielectric. The horizontal spiral
arm is composed of multiple filaments, whose lengths are

and . The value 4 is regarded as the outermost
peripheral length of the spiral arm.

0018-926X/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Single-arm rectangular spiral antenna. (a) Perspective. (b) Arm
configuration. Pointo is the starting point of a horizontal arm and located just
above the origino.

The following configuration parameters are fixed throughout
this paper: mm , mm

, , mm , and
mm , where mm is the wavelength

at a test frequency of GHz.
The arm filament parameters and , which determine the

horizontal arm length from point to point , and the
side length are changed subject to the objectives of the anal-
ysis.

III. A NALYSIS METHOD

The FDTD method is adopted to analyze a single-arm rect-
angular spiral antenna. Yee’s algorithm [16] is used with Liao’s
second-order absorbing boundary condition [18]. The cell size
in the computation space is chosen to be

mm , with ,
where and are the velocity of light and the time step, re-
spectively, which satisfy Courant’s stability condition [17].

The excitation is modeled by a delta-gap source as
shown in Fig. 2 [19]. The -component of the excita-
tion electric field is given as

, where is the voltage applied
to the gap at time . A sine function modu-

Fig. 2. Delta-gap source model for the FDTD method [19].

lated by a Gaussian function is used for this voltage:

with a constant , where is the frequency
at which the power spectrum drops 3 dB from the maximum
value.

The current along the antenna arm is obtained by integrating
the magnetic field around the antenna arm (Ampere’s law). The
input impedance is given as ,
where and are the input voltage and current in the
frequency domain, respectively, i.e., and are the
Fourier transforms of the time domain voltage and current
and , respectively.

The radiation field (far field) is calculated using the elec-
tric current and the magnetic current on
a surface that encloses the antenna [19]. The and

are, respectively, the Fourier transforms of the time-
domain currents and

(1)

(2)

where is the position vector from the coordinate origin to
the point at which and are evaluated on the
closed surface and is the outward unit vector normal to the
enclosed surface. Theand components of the radiation field
(in the frequency domain) at a far-field point ( ) are given
as

(3)

(4)

with

(5)

(6)

where is the wave number in free space, is the intrinsic
impedance (120 ), and , and are the unit vectors for the
spherical coordinates.

After the radiation field is decomposed into a
right-hand circularly polarized wave component and
a left-hand circularly polarized wave component ,
the axial ratio is calculated using AR
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. The , , , and have the following relation-
ships: .

The antenna in Fig. 1 is expected to radiate a right-hand cir-
cularly polarized wave due to the winding sense. The antenna
gain for the right-hand circular polarization at a far-field point
( ) is evaluated as , where

is the power input to the antenna. Note that the gain
decreases as the axial ratio (AR) increases in accordance with

AR AR , where
.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The configuration in which the peripheral length
is larger than ( : integer) but smaller than is des-
ignated as the configuration, where is the guided
wavelength of the current on the spiral. When the current along
the spiral antenna travels smoothly toward the arm end “e,” the
currents along square loop regions on the spiral plane, each
having a length of approximately ( : integer), strongly
contribute to circularly polarized radiation [1]. In this section,
two cases are considered: and . Note
that the configuration includes two square loop regions
with and . Also, note that the configuration in-
cludes a single square loop region with .

A. Spiral With a Configuration (Tilted-Beam Spiral)

The following values are assigned to the arm filament pa-
rameters: and .
The other configuration parameters have been defined in
Section II. Note that the horizontal length measured along
the spiral arm from point to the arm end point is given
as with a peripheral length of

, where
is a guided wavelength roughly estimated by

.
For validation, the current distribution obtained by the FDTD

method is compared with that obtained by the MoM (see Fig. 3).
The side length is chosen to be infinite since the MoM [14],
[15] cannot handle an antenna withfinite-size dielectric sub-
strate and conducting plane. It is found that the results of both
methods are in good agreement. After this validation, the side
length of the dielectric substrate (the side length of the con-
ducting plane) is reduced to a compact size of

. The results that follow (Figs. 4–8) are for this finite
side length .

Fig. 4 shows the current distribution. It is found that a trav-
elling-wave current is dominant. (Note that a comparison of
Figs. 3 and 4 shows a noticeable difference in the current dis-
tributions near the arm end.) The arm length from pointto
point is 166.4 mm, yielding a phase change of 6rad. The
guided wavelength (average value) is, therefore, approximated
to be , which is close to

. It follows that the roughly estimated wavelength
gives a good estimation for the guided wavelengthand can
be used for designing the spiral arm configuration. Thus, the
peripheral length in terms of the guided wavelength is given as

, satisfying the condition for the configuration.

Fig. 3. Current distributionI = I + jI for a spiral antenna with aC
configuration. The dielectric substrate and ground plane are of infinite extent:
L =1. Analysis is performed at a test frequency off = 3:35 GHz.

Fig. 4. Current distribution for a spiral antenna with aC configuration. The
dielectric substrate and ground plane haveL � 0:570� . Analysis is performed
at a test frequency off = 3:35 GHz.

As in a round spiral antenna in free space [9], the total ra-
diation field is characterized by the radiation fields from active
regions [1]. The total radiation field of the present spiral with the

configuration is given as the sum of the radiation field
from the first active region (of an approximately 1square loop
on the spiral plane [1]) and the radiation field from the
second active region (of an approximately 2square loop on
the spiral plane). The radiation fields observed at two symmet-
rical points with respect to the-axis are nearly in-phase for

and antiphase for . Making use of this phase rela-
tionship between and , a tilted radiation beam can
be formed.

The tilted radiation beam is shown in Fig. 5(a). The radia-
tion beam is in the direction with and

. Note that the -axis is defined by ,
as shown in the inset of Fig. 5(d). The half-power beam width
(HPBW) is approximately 82in the - plane. The gain in the

direction is 7.1 dB with an axial ratio of approximately 2 dB.
Fig. 5(b) shows the radiation beam cut in the- plane. The
- plane is perpendicular to the - plane. The radiation

pattern at as a function of is also shown in Fig. 5(c).
These patterns reveal that a right-hand circularly polarized wave
is radiated around the -axis.
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(a) (b)

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Radiation patterns for a spiral antenna with aC configuration. The
dielectric substrate and ground plane haveL � 0:570� . (a)x -z plane, (b)
y -z plane, (c)�-variation at� = � � 34 , and (d) definitions ofx , y ,
andz axes. Analysis is performed at a test frequency off = 3:35 GHz.

Fig. 6. Frequency response of the maximum beam direction
(� ; � ). The dielectric substrate and ground plane have
L � 0:570� .

Further calculations are performed to reveal the frequency re-
sponses for the axial ratio and gain in thedirection

. The bandwidth for a 3-dB axial ratio cri-
terion is evaluated to be 6.5%. This bandwidth is narrower than
that of a round spiral antenna in free space [9]. The reason is that
the substrate used for the rectangular spiral under consideration
has a higher dielectric constant of , compared with the
air dielectric substrate used for the round spiral [9]. (In general,
as the dielectric constant increases, the axial ratio bandwidth of
circular polarization becomes narrower [20].)

Over the above-mentioned 6.5% axial ratio bandwidth, the
gain variation is small (1.1 dB) with a maximum gain of

Fig. 7. AR and gainG in the maximum beam direction as a function of the
horizontal arm lengthS . The dielectric substrate and ground plane have
L � 0:570� .Analysis is performed at a test frequency off = 3:35GHz.

Fig. 8. Maximum beam direction (� ; � ) as
a function of S . The dielectric substrate and ground plane have
L � 0:570� .Analysis is performed at a test frequency off = 3:35GHz.

dB. This maximum gain is lower than that for the
round spiral antenna with a ground plane of infinite extent [9].
The lower gain is attributed to the finite substrate and ground
plane, which allow the rectangular spiral to radiate in the neg-
ative -region, forming a wider radiation beam than that of the
round spiral, as shown in Fig. 5.

The VSWR (relative to the resistive component (92.5
) of the input impedance observed at a test frequency of

GHz) is less than two over the above-mentioned
6.5% axial ratio bandwidth, as desired.

The black dotted line in Fig. 6 shows the frequency response
of the beam direction, specified by angles and

. It is found that angle changes as the fre-
quency varies, while angle remains relatively constant.
This behavior is also found in the case where the ground plane
of finite extent is replaced with a ground plane of infinite ex-
tent , as shown by the line. In addition, similar beam
behavior (relatively constant and changing as a
function of frequency) is revealed for the round spiral antenna
[9], as shown by the line in Fig. 6.

The above-mentioned discussions are for a spiral antenna
with a configuration having a horizontal arm length of

[from point to point in Fig. 1(b)] and
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an outermost peripheral length of . For
convenience, this antenna is designated as test antenna A. In
addition to the radiation characteristics of test antenna A, those
of spiral antennas with configurations having different
horizontal arm lengths are briefly discussed in the
following paragraph.

Fig. 7 shows the axial ratio and gain as a function of at
GHz. The arm length is expressed in terms of both the

free-space wavelength and the grid cell size ( mm).
The horizontal arm length varies more than one wavelength in
terms of the free-space wavelength, corresponding to more than
two wavelengths in terms of the roughly estimated guided wave-
length: and

. Three regions I, II, and III in Fig. 7 have different
outermost peripheral lengths: in
region I ( ), in region II ( ), to
which test antenna A belongs, and in region
III ( ). It is found that the minimum axial ratio and the
highest gain are obtained when the horizontal arm length
is very close to that of test antenna A. Note that the axial ratio
and gain in Fig. 7 are evaluated in the maximum beam direc-
tion at 3.35 GHz, which is shown in Fig. 8. The effects of the
horizontal arm length on the beam direction is small:

and .

B. Spiral With a Configuration (Axial-Beam Spiral)

The number of the arm filaments is further reduced to re-
alize a configuration. ( ) and
( ) are assigned to the filament parameters. The pe-
ripheral length is now .
The side length of the dielectric substrate is chosen to be

mm , which results in a more compact
structure than the previous antenna with the configuration.
The other configuration parameters have been defined in Sec-
tion II.

Fig. 9 shows the current distribution. As in the tilted
beam spiral described in the previous section, a travel-
ling-wave current flows along the spiral arm. The phase
change from point o’ to point is 2 rad. This change
defines the guided wavelength as 62.3 mm, which leads to

mm mm . The peripheral length,
therefore, is and satisfies
the condition for the configuration. Note that the ratio

is 1.07 and hence the again gives good
prediction of the guided wavelength , as in the tilted beam
spiral.

The spiral with the configuration has a first active re-
gion, i.e., the approximately 1 square loop region on the spiral
plane [1]. Hence it is expected that radiation will occur around
the -axis. Fig. 10 shows the radiation patterns in the ,
45 , 90 , and 135 planes. Experimental results are also pre-
sented, showing good agreement with theoretical radiation pat-
terns. As expected, the spiral radiates around the-axis. This
antenna, therefore, is called an “axial-beamspiral” in contrast
to the “tilted-beam spiral” in the previous section.

The radiation pattern for the axial-beam spiral is not perfectly
symmetrical with respect to the-axis due to the fact that the
spiral arm on the dielectric is not symmetrical with respect to

Fig. 9. Current distributionI = I + jI for a spiral antenna with aC
configuration. The dielectric substrate and ground plane haveL � 0:369� .
Analysis is performed at a test frequency off = 3:35 GHz.

Fig. 10. Radiation patterns for a spiral antenna with aC configuration. The
dielectric substrate and ground plane haveL � 0:369� . Analysis is performed
at a test frequency off = 3:35 GHz.

the -axis. The average value of the HPBW in the four planes
in Fig. 10 is approximately 102. The radiation on the-axis is
circularly polarized with an axial ratio of 1.3 dB, and the gain
on the -axis is approximately 6.7 dB (slightly lower than the
gain for the tilted-beam spiral).

Fig. 11 shows the maximum beam direction
as a function of frequency. As seen from

the axial beam radiation is maintained. Fig. 12 shows
the frequency responses of the AR and gain in the
direction. Experimental results are also presented with black
and white dots. The theoretical data agree well with the
experimental results. The bandwidth for a 3-dB axial ratio
criterion is evaluated to be approximately 15%, which is more
than two times wider than the bandwidth for the tilted-beam
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Fig. 11. Frequency response of the maximum beam direction
(� ; � ). The dielectric substrate and ground plane have
L � 0:369� .

Fig. 12. Frequency responses of AR andG in the z direction. The spiral
antenna has aC configuration. The dielectric substrate and ground plane have
L � 0:369� .

Fig. 13. Frequency response of the VSWR for a spiral antenna with aC
configuration. The dielectric substrate and ground plane haveL � 0:369� .

spiral (and for the curl antenna [21], which also radiates an
axial beam of circular polarization). The variation in over
this bandwidth is very small (0.6 dB).

Fig. 13 presents the VSWR relative to the resistive component
(51.6 ) of the input impedance observed at GHz.
Desirable VSWRs of less than two are obtained in this analysis

Fig. 14. AR andG in the maximum beam direction as a function of the
horizontal arm lengthS . The dielectric substrate and ground plane have
L � 0:369� . Analysis is performed at a test frequency off = 3:35 GHz.

Fig. 15. Maximum beam direction(� ; � )
as a function ofS . The dielectric substrate and ground plane have
L � 0:369� . Analysis is performed at a test frequency off = 3:35 GHz.

range. Note that experimental and theoretical results are in good
agreement.

So far, a spiral antenna having a peripheral length of
, which leads to an example of the configuration,

has been analyzed. For convenience, this antenna is designated
as test antenna B. Fig. 14 shows a range of axial ratio and gain
values, including those of test antenna B, at GHz
The peripheral length of the spiral in these figures is less than
two wavelengths in terms of the roughly estimated guided wave-
length: in region I ( ),

in region II ( ), and
in region III ( ). Note that the axial ratio and gain in
Fig. 14 are evaluated in the maximum beam direction at 3.35
GHz, which is shown in Fig. 15. It is noted that:

1) the horizontal arm length chosen for test antenna B re-
alizes a good axial ratio value for a circularly polarized
wave radiator;
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2) the radiation forms an axial beam with a slight deviation
from the -axis ( deviates approximately
9 , due to the asymmetrical antenna configuration with
respect to the -axis);

3) the gain is relatively constant in the vicinity of the gain
for test antenna B.

V. CONCLUSION

The characteristics of a rectangular spiral antenna printed on a
dielectric substrate backed by a conducting plane have been con-
sidered under the conditions that the substrate and conducting
plane are of finite size and are square with side length. The
FDTD method is used for analysis. The FDTD analysis result
(the current distribution for a special case in which the con-
ducting plane and the dielectric substrate are of infinite extent,
i.e., ) has been validated by good agreement with the
MoM analysis result. Based on this validation, investigation into
the and configurations has been performed using an
of less than 0.6 wavelengths to make the configuration compact.

The spiral with the configuration, in which the outer-
most peripheral length is within , radiates
a tilted beam of circular polarization. A tilt angle of approxi-
mately is obtained with a half-power beam width
of 82 . The frequency bandwidth for a 3-dB axial ratio criterion
(in the direction of and ) is evaluated
to be 6.5%. Over this bandwidth, the gain variation from a max-
imum value of dB is small (1.1 dB) and the VSWR
is less than two, as desired.

The spiral with the configuration, in which the outermost
peripheral length is within , shows a decaying
current distribution along the spiral arm, which contributes to
forming an axial beam of circular polarization. The analysis has
revealed that the axial beam has a wide half-power beam width
of approximately 102with a gain of approximately 6.7 dB (on
the -axis) at a test frequency of GHz. It has also been
found that the frequency bandwidth for a 3-dB axial ratio crite-
rion (on the -axis) is approximately 15%, over which desirable
VSWRs of less than two are obtained. The FDTD analysis re-
sults for the radiation pattern, gain, axial ratio, and VSWR are
in good agreement with experimental results.
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